JustBoom / Case JBM-010

JustBoom Digi HAT Case

The Digi HAT Case is a sleek, stylish and strong enclosure for your Raspberry Pi and JustBoom Digi HAT. The two piece case is incredibly easy and straight forward to use. Removing or installing the Raspberry Pi and Digi HAT board is quick and simple. Plus, no tools are required to do this! This is currently the only case to perfectly accommodate the JustBoom Digi HAT and Raspberry Pi. We've designed the case to allow enough clearance around all connectors so thick, high-end cables can fit securely. Get setup within minutes and start enjoying high quality audio!

**Digi HAT Case Features:**

- Supports and protects your Digi HAT and Raspberry Pi
- Easy to open case allows for quick access to your Raspberry Pi and Digi HAT
  - Smooth black finish that blends in with any audio setup
  - Leaves all ports accessible
  - Compatible with the Raspberry Pi 3, 2, and B+
  - No tools are needed for assembly or disassembly
  - Designed and made in the UK from high quality material
  - 4 x rubber feet included
  - Access to micro SD port